It Might Be TodaY
Temple Time
Each week we present what we call a prophecy update. We
check the news for stories that seem to corroborate centuries old
prophecies found in the Bible.
Some of the major categories that catch our attention are events
in Israel, including the rebuilding of the Temple; the unification and
rise of Europe as a world power; and the exponential growth of
knowledge and technology, especially in the realm of creating a
cashless global economy that you will access by a mark in your
hand or forehead.
Israel is our focus again this week. Israel National News
published a story on November 28 titled, Muslims Claim
Netanyahu Plans to Build ‘False’ Holy Temple.
Excerpts:
Muslim paranoia of Jews on the Temple Mount had reached panic
stages even before this weeks Likud primaries that placed Jewish
Leadership faction leader Moshe Feiglin in a ranking that assures
his election to the Knesset in January.
Arab world media constantly report of Jewish "invasions" of the
Temple Mount every time Jews try to ascend the holy site. Israeli
authorities enforce the Muslim Waqf policy that forbids Jews to
pray there or carry prayer books or other holy articles with them.
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The Palestinian Authority and the Islamic Movement's branch in
the Galilee frequently claim that Israel is digging underneath the
Temple Mount to cause its collapse.
Now, the Al Aqsa Foundation has pointed to the popular support
for Feiglin and other strong nationalists of the Likud as proof that
Al Aqsa Mosque on the Temple Mount will be "contaminated" by
Jews.
Worst of all, the Foundation claims that the election results show
that Prime Minister Netanyahu soon will announce plans for
building the Third Temple, which it describes as "false," in line with
increasingly popular Muslim ideology that the First and Second
Temples never existed.
All of the "evidence" is "undeniable proof that the Al Aqsa mosque
is in danger and that the Muslim world must shoulder the
responsibility to save it," according to Al Aqsa.
Feiglin is known for his desire to pray on the Temple Mount, and
after the Pillar of Defense counter terrorist operation, he wrote,
"We must expel the Muslim Waqf from the Temple Mount and
restore exclusive Israeli sovereignty over the Mount - Judaism's
most holy site. We must encourage Jews to ascend the Temple
Mount after the proper halakhic preparations and to actualize their
sovereignty over the beating heart of the Jewish Nation."
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/wap/Item.aspx?type=0&item=162621

We know from reading Daniel, Ezekiel, and the Revelation that
there will be a Temple on the Temple Mount during the Great
Tribulation. It seems, in fact, that the timing of the Great
Tribulation begins when the Jews enter into a peace treaty that
allows them to rebuild their Temple.
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Whether or not Netanyahu has some secret plan to build it, talk
about a Temple is exactly what you'd expect from reading the
Bible.
Bible prophecy is coming true right before our eyes. While we
look to Israel, our true gaze is heavenward. Jesus could come for
us, to resurrect and rapture His church, at any moment.
Are you rapture-ready? Get ready, stay ready, and keep looking
up. Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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